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Prominent cognitive models of insomnia have emphasized the notion that the disorder is in
part maintained by an attentional bias for sleep related “threat” cues which may be internal
(i.e., bodily sensations) or external (i.e., environmental) in nature (Harvey, 2002; Espie et al.,
2006). To support this proposition, a growing number of studies have examined the presence
of a sleep-related attentional bias for words and images using experimental tasks including the
dot-probe, flicker, Posner, emotional Stroop, and eye-tracking paradigms (see Harris et al., 2015
for a review). Many of these studies have provided encouraging evidence for the presence of
such a bias in insomnia. However, the evidence base advocating the presence of such a bias
remains mixed with a number of studies yielding no statistically significant effects. While a
recent review (Harris et al., 2015) cautiously suggests biased attention for sleep-related threat
information to be a likely feature of insomnia, the authors highlight the need to understand the
specificity of this bias and its relationship with mechanisms believed to underpin the disorder
(e.g., sleep preoccupation). Furthermore, whilst it is possible that the mixed evidence may stem
from methodological differences relating to the task or population used, the possible moderating
influence of these factors on the relationship between attentional bias for sleep-related threat
information and insomnia have only recently been examined (e.g., Zheng et al., 2018). With this in
mind, we propose candidate factors that may play a crucial role in addressing moderating questions
such as “when,” “for whom” and “under which” conditions are sleep-related attentional biases
evident in individuals characterized by insomnia.
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First, we consider the role of the serotonin transporter polymorphism (5HTTLPR). Some authors
have demonstrated the 5HTTLPR short allele to be related to an increased risk for insomnia/poor
sleep quality relative to the long allele (Deuschle et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2014), though
findings are inconsistent (e.g., Barclay et al., 2011). Others have documented that the association
between 5HTTLPR polymorphism and risk for insomnia/poor sleep is moderated by life stress
(Brummett et al., 2007; Huang et al., 2014); and recently the short allele has been associated
with increased hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis reactivity in response to stress (van
Dalfsen and Markus, 2015). However, this association is moderated by sleep quality: long-long
homozygotes experiencing poor sleep quality exhibit heightened stress reactivity relative to shortshort homozygotes (van Dalfsen and Markus, 2015). Regardless of the mechanisms involved, it
appears that 5HTTLPR genotype, sleep quality and stress reactivity are intricately linked, and
one possibility is that 5HTTLPR genotype may differentially alter an individual’s reactivity to
stress under different environmental conditions. In the context of attention bias, it is possible that
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5HTTLPR genotype differentially affects behavioral outputs,
dependent on sleep quality. In other words, it is possible that
5HTTLPR polymorphisms differentially affect biased attention
for “threat” relevant stimuli (possibly due to differences in the
activity of the HPA axis) in good vs. poor sleepers.
In other psychiatric populations (e.g. anxiety/depression), a
relationship between the short allele and an attentional bias
for emotionally salient words and images has been evidenced
(Beevers et al., 2009; Fox et al., 2009; Perez-Edgar et al.,
2010). Specifically, this allelic variation has been linked with
difficulty disengaging attention away from response to threat
(Beevers et al., 2009), whereas the long allele has been associated
with threat avoidance and increased attention for positively
valanced stimuli (Hariri et al., 2002; Munafò et al., 2008). It
would be worthy to determine whether a similar pattern would
occur in insomnia patients, or whether the presence of poor
sleep in this population reverses the 5HTTLPR association as
would be expected in light of van Dalfsen and Markus’s (2015)
finding. Either way, we hypothesize that allelic variation in
the 5HTTLPR polymorphism to also modulate the relationship
between insomnia and attentional bias.
Given that the amygdala is involved in the processing of
emotional information, and because one of the roles of serotonin
is regulating mood (Ressler and Nemeroff, 2000), researchers
have examined whether 5HTTLPR genotype differentially affects
neural responses of the amygdala to emotional stimuli. In
healthy participants, short allele carriers exhibit greater neural
activity in the amygdala, and greater connectivity between the
amygdala and ventromedial prefrontal cortex, compared to longlong homozygotes when presented with negatively toned stimuli
(Pezawas et al., 2005; Heinz et al., 2007). Given that individuals
with insomnia display increased amygdala reactivity in response
to sleep-related stimuli (which may be interpreted as negative;
Baglioni et al., 2014) it is plausible that 5HTTLPR genotype
may underlie this neural response, with genetically vulnerable
individuals exhibiting greater sensitivity, and possibly greater
attention, to potential threats.

of images differing in emotional valence and relatedness to sleep
(i.e., general threat, sleep positive, sleep negative), an overall
attentional bias to all images emerged only amongst individuals
with insomnia who were subject to negative mood state induction
Despite an absence of evidence for a sleep-related attentional
bias in this study, it remains possible that the overall valance
of an individual’s emotional mood state, as well as its intensity,
duration and frequency of occurrence, may act as moderating
factors. That said, further research is required to clarify this
position, and expand on these novel findings by examining the
therapeutic potential of a positive mood state induction.

SLEEP-RELATED WORRY
Next, we speculate that attentional bias for threatening
information might extend particularly to individuals who
attribute worry as the main cause of their insomnia. Worry,
by definition, is a cognitive process that involves a chain of
emotionally negative thoughts about potential future events
(Hirsch and Mathews, 2012). Whilst worry may be utilized in
a productive manner in terms of solving a specific problem, it
appears to be unproductive in the context of sleep, as evidenced
by the consistent relationship between worry about sleep and
longer sleep onset latency (Harvey, 2002; Harvey and Greenall,
2003; Weise et al., 2013). Indeed, research has consistently
evidenced strong relationships between a tendency to worry
and high levels of insomnia symptoms (Watts et al., 1994;
Jansson and Linton, 2006; Carney et al., 2010; O’Kearney and
Pech, 2014). In addition, this population displays a greater
propensity to worry during the pre-sleep period, than good
sleepers (e.g., Lancee et al., 2017a). Given that by nature, worry is
a negative affect-laden process, it is plausible that individuals with
insomnia exhibit greater attentional selectivity of emotionally
negative information. Therefore, a factor that may moderate this
relationship is the degree to which those with insomnia differ
in experiencing increased sleep-related worry prior to initiating
sleep (e.g., the consequences of not getting enough sleep on
functioning; their perceived lack of ability to fix their sleep
problem) which is inherently unproductive.
Potentially, a population of those with insomnia who
excessively worry about the immediate and longer-term
consequences of sleeplessness eventually develop an attentional
bias to sleep-related negative information due to an increased
personal relevance of this type of information (Espie, 2002). In
contrast, those with insomnia who do not worry specifically
about sleep are less likely to develop an attention bias to sleeprelated negative information. If true, empirical studies would
observe a sleep-related attentional bias only in individuals for
whom sleep is a major concern on nights where this more
profoundly manifested (e.g., attention to signs of wakefulness
such as racing heart beat and racing thoughts). While prior
research has examined whether cognitive activity in general
and worry differentially predict insomnia (Wicklow and Espie,
2000; Harvey and Greenall, 2003), to the best of the author’s
knowledge no study thus far has examined the specific possibility
that differences in the content and intensity of worries (i.e.,

VALANCE OF MOOD STATE
Second, previous research has statistically controlled for traitlike emotional distress characterized by disposition to experience
anxiety or depression (Jansson-Fröjmark et al., 2012; Akram
et al., 2018c). However, attentional bias to threat is a transient
process (MacLeod et al., 2002) and emotional tone has differential
effects. For example, dysphoric mood is often associated
with negative cognitive activity (e.g., catastrophising, worry,
rumination) whereas this can be attenuated with enhanced mood
(Baglioni et al., 2010, 2014). As such, current mood state should
be taken into account in future studies rather than just trait-like
characteristics. Indeed, inducing a negative mood state in people
with insomnia influences the extent to which an attentional bias
to threatening information is displayed (Zheng et al., 2018).
Specifically, when assigned to a negative mood inducing (i.e.,
autobiographical recall of poor sleep) or control (i.e., reading
recall) condition prior to completing a dot-probe task comprised
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sleep-deficit. Indeed, whilst individuals with insomnia report
their perception of daytime cognitive functioning (i.e., attention,
working and episodic memory, problem solving) to be in a
manner that confirms the presence of a sleep deficit (i.e., an
increased daytime impairment: Fortier-Brochu et al., 2012),
objective performance on neuropsychological measures of such
functioning do not always coincide with their perception (Orff
et al., 2007; Goldman-Mellor et al., 2015). In a similar manner, it
has also been evidenced that individuals with insomnia consider
their facial appearance to appear more physically tired than
they actually are (Akram et al., 2016). However, not all those
with insomnia misperceive attributes of their sleep and/or the
true extent to which daytime functioning is impaired due to
poor sleep. This suggests these two forms of sleep misperception
(about sleep and daytime consequences) may be functionally
underpinned by a third factor. One plausible factor the present
commentary has alluded to is worry. It is possible that worry
moderates the relationship between sleep misperception and
objective measures of sleep, such that increased levels of worry
serve to perpetuate misperception of sleep and of the extent
to which poor sleep impairs daily functioning. In contrast, a
reduced level of worry may result in more accurate perceptions
of one’s sleep compared with objective measures. Furthermore,
worry and misperception of sleep may facilitate attention toward
cues pertaining to nocturnal sleep and daytime performance as a
counterproductive form of self-assessment. Here, once attention
is placed on a particular cue (e.g., heart rate), it may then be
interpreted in a way that confirms the sleep disturbance (e.g.,
“why is my heart still racing” during sleep onset) consequently
feeding back to accentuate sleep-related worry (e.g., “If it doesn’t
slow down soon I won’t be able to sleep”) and misperception
of sleep attributes (e.g., “I can’t function at work because I slept
poorly last night”) in a cyclical nature (Harvey, 2002).

worry about sleep vs. worry about other topics) differentially
predict attentional bias in insomnia. However, prior research
has obtained suggestive evidence consistent with this latter
possibility in the context of catastrophic worry and sleep-related
threat (Barclay and Gregory, 2010; Barclay and Ellis, 2013). In
particular, Barclay and Gregory (2010) asked poor and good
sleepers to: catastrophise (i.e., iterate negative aspects of a
problem: Kendall and Ingram, 1987) about their sleep and a
personal worry; and to iterate a hypothetical topic in a positive
manner. Here, whilst poor sleepers catastrophised more for each
topic compared to good sleepers, the frequency of catastrophic
worry didn’t vary by topic (i.e., sleep-related worry, personal
worry, or hypothetical) for poor sleepers. Additionally, these
outcomes were mediated by anxiety. The authors suggest that
poor sleepers’ orientation of catastrophic thoughts may not
always be sleep-specific; rather related to a perseverative iterative
style, fuelled by anxiety. Next, Barclay and Ellis (2013) observed
that poor sleepers were slower to detect sleep-related stimuli
compared to non-sleep-related negative stimuli, and this pattern
was not observed in good sleepers. The authors speculate that the
personal relevance of the “threat” differentially impacts speed of
response: sleep-related stimuli hindered performance, whereas
conversely non-specific threats facilitated performance. Taken
together, these findings suggest that cognitive styles (i.e., worry
focused) and personal relevance of the sleep-related stimuli may
moderate the attentional bias effect and may account for the
inconsistencies in the literature.
Finally, it is relevant to note that worry and rumination
come under the broader cognitive process of “repetitive negative
thinking” or “recurrent negative thinking” which is now
recognized to be a transdiagnostic cognitive process for anxiety
and depressive disorders (Gustavson et al., 2018). First, however
we propose examining differential aspects of thought and how
this is presented in relation to insomnia and then subsequently
determining whether these specific insomnia-relevant constructs
moderate the relationship between attentional bias and insomnia.
In turn, this area could learn whether the “repetitive negative
thinking” phenomenon in anxiety and depressive disorders can
be extrapolated to insomnia and other sleep disturbances.

SYMPTOM VARIATION
Several studies investigating the presence of an attention bias
in insomnia have found group differences (e.g., insomnia
vs. normal-sleepers) in relation to attentional bias outcomes
(Spiegelhalder et al., 2008; Jansson-Fröjmark et al., 2012; Barclay
and Ellis, 2013; Beattie et al., 2017; Akram et al., 2018a,b,c;
Koranyi et al., 2018). However, increased insomnia symptom
severity or severity of poor sleep quality do not appear to
be related to attentional bias outcomes (Spiegelhalder et al.,
2008; Jansson-Fröjmark et al., 2012; Barclay and Ellis, 2013;
Beattie et al., 2017; Akram et al., 2018a,b,c; Koranyi et al.,
2018). With that in mind, little variation in yielded effect
sizes relating to sleep-related attentional bias in insomnia are
reported between clinically diagnosed patients, opportunistic
samples of individuals meeting diagnostic criteria, and poor
sleepers (Harris et al., 2015). That said, Spiegelhalder et al.
(2010) demonstrated positive relationships between attentional
bias indices and polysomnographically determined total sleep
time, sleep efficiency and duration of slow-wave sleep amongst
individuals with insomnia when using the dot-probe task. This
pattern of findings did not extend to attentional bias when using
the Stroop task. Thus, it is possible that objective measures
of severity of sleep disturbance may be predictive of attention

MISPERCEPTION OF SLEEP AND
DAYTIME IMPAIRMENT
It is possible that individuals with insomnia exhibiting a
sleep-related attentional bias may be experiencing increased
misperception pertaining to their nocturnal sleep and the
extent of their daytime impairment resulting from poor sleep.
Specifically, it is theorized that increased attention toward
sleep-related cues during sleep and the pre-sleep period may
distort the distinction between sleep and wakefulness resulting
in a misperception of sleep (Harvey, 2002). Indeed, it is wellevidenced that some individuals with insomnia often misperceive
attributes of sleep: self-reported sleep onset latency is usually
overestimated, and total sleep time underestimated, relative to
objectively recorded data (e.g., Wicklow and Espie, 2000; Tang
and Harvey, 2006; Van Den Berg et al., 2008). This misperception
may also extend to daytime impairment and perception of
Frontiers in Psychology | www.frontiersin.org
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bias. Future research should examine the potential role of
both subjective and objective variation in sleep continuity as a
moderating factor of attention bias.

the efficacy of ABM for insomnia should incorporate measures to
assess factors that potentially moderate not only the relationship
between attentional bias and insomnia, but also any therapeutic
effect. To that end, an ongoing randomized controlled trial of
ABM for insomnia is concurrently examining the role of sleeprelated worry and sleep-associated monitoring in the therapeutic
potential of ABM (Akram et al., 2018a,b). One can postulate that
further steps in this line of enquiry would be to (1) determine
the mechanism of action of ABM, if successful even in a subset
of patients; and (2) identify moderators of response to ABM.
Price et al. (2016) have highlighted the inter-relatedness of
moderators and mediators in the therapeutic potential of ABM
in relation to anxiety. In other words, is the mechanism of
anxiety symptom reduction following ABM due to the successful
reduction of attention bias (mediator), and is that successful
reduction contingent on particular moderating factors? The same
questions can be posed in the insomnia arena. It is possible that
potential moderators of response to ABM may overlap with those
that predict the presence of attention bias, but it is also possible
that there may be distinct moderating factors to consider. For
example, as suggested in relation to anxiety (Price et al., 2016),
potential moderators of therapeutic response to ABM may be
strength of attention bias (i.e., positive responders to ABM may
be those exhibiting high attention bias); age; ABM training
setting (lab vs. home); and clinician assessed outcomes. These
are worthy considerations for future trials examining efficacy of
ABM in insomnia.
A recent review tentatively supports the notion of a sleeprelated attentional bias in insomnia based on six out of nine
studies which confirm group differences in relation to attentional
allocation to sleep-related stimuli (Harris et al., 2015). However,
the number of studies conducted to date still remains limited.
Whilst it is possible that a publication bias exists precluding
studies demonstrating null effects, to the best of our knowledge,
only a further seven studies have been conducted (Woods et al.,
2013; Beattie et al., 2017; Akram et al., 2018a,b,c; Koranyi et al.,
2018; Zheng et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2018), of which four provide
additional support (Beattie et al., 2017; Akram et al., 2018a,b,c;
Koranyi et al., 2018). Therefore, we suggest that further research
is required to clarify the presence of a sleep-related attentional
bias in insomnia. Additionally, research should pursue the role
of potential factors moderating the sleep-related attentional
bias/insomnia relationship. In turn, this may allow a particular
sub-set of insomnia patients to benefit therapeutically from ABM
through appropriate screening.

TASK AND STIMULI
There is mixed evidence concerning the presence of a sleeprelated attentional bias in insomnia and these inconsistencies
may stem from variation in the methodological approach used.
Indeed, when examining group differences (insomnia/poorsleeper vs. control) in reaction time tasks, Harris et al.
(2015) determined the flicker, dot-probe and Posner tasks to
demonstrate moderate to large effects sizes. In contrast, the
Stroop task appears less sensitive, with two studies (Spiegelhalder
et al., 2008; Barclay and Ellis, 2013) out of five (Lundh et al., 1997;
Spiegelhalder et al., 2008, 2010; Zhou et al., 2018) conducted to
date demonstrating an attentional bias in insomnia.
Moving forward from reaction time assessments of attentional
bias, which can be considered an indirect measure of attention, a
number of recent studies have employed eye-tracking paradigms
with the aim to examine selective attention in insomnia (Woods
et al., 2013; Beattie et al., 2017; Akram et al., 2018c). Here,
visual attention can be continuously recorded throughout stimuli
presentation, providing a more ecological observation of visual
and selective attention relative to reaction time measures
(Armstrong and Olatunji, 2012; Marks et al., 2014). Interestingly,
using this methodology, only studies using sleep-related and
neutral images, rather than words, as part of a free viewing task
evidenced increased attention allocated to the spatial location of
insomnia salient stimuli (Beattie et al., 2017; Akram et al., 2018c).
A final consideration is whether people with insomnia
compared to normal sleepers differ in the extent to which
they consider sleep-related stimuli as threatening. Moreover, it
remains unclear whether this threat drives attentional biases
in insomnia; or whether perceptions of threat are stimulated
by monitoring of the external environment for sleep-related
cues. This latter explanation would be consistent with the
idea that the attentional bias in insomnia represents a craving
for sleep rather than interpreting sleep-related stimuli as
threatening.

APPLICATION AND SUMMARY
Recent evidence from the anxiety literature shows attentional
bias modification (ABM) to be effective in ameliorating
disorder consistent symptoms amongst individuals who elicit
an attentional bias (MacLeod and Grafton, 2016). In poor
sleepers, ABM administered immediately prior to bed improved
subjective sleep quality and reduced pre-sleep arousal and
sleep onset latency across a single sleep episode, relative to
alternative nights where a control task was completed (Milkins
et al., 2016). Expanding on this research, Lancee et al. (2017b)
evidenced no therapeutic effect of ABM amongst those meeting
diagnostic criteria for insomnia. As such, the applicability of
ABM to insomnia remains elusive. Therefore, studies assessing
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